Central Catholic COVID-19 Protocol Page: CLICK HERE
Check out below for current Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ)
January 9, 2022
For more resources please review:
● Updated Principal Letter on January 4: Updated Protocol
● Most Recent EBLASTS with Principal Letter and Information

Still have a question after reading below or the updated information? SUBMIT A
QUESTION HERE

Will extracurricular activities be shut down?
As of right now we are using mitigation strategies such as masking, no concessions at sporting
events, limited numbers of spectators and taking brief pauses when there are cases on a team
instead of shutting down extracurricular activities. We will not close down extracurriculars unless
we need to take a pause for a short period of distance learning based on our case count and
spread at school.
If a teacher gets Covid will they go virtual?
If a teacher gets COVID they will submit lesson plans and use Canvas while a substitute
teacher covers the class and delivers instruction. The teacher may choose to zoom into the
classroom for a live interaction, but is not required to do so. There is a tipping point where if a
certain number of teachers are out, we would not be able to cover classes with enough
substitute teachers and this would require us to take pause for a short period of distance
learning.

Is it a concern or possibility that the school would go through fully remote at some
point?
We are doing everything we can to contain the spread of COVID and keep the school open. We
are partners in this which means we need everyone to properly mask at all times (teachers are
vigilantly enforcing this, but we need all students to cooperate and participate), maximize
vaccines and boosters, social distance as much as possible, and keep your outside of school
interactions as small as possible.
If we need to shift to distance learning, it would be for a short period of time.

